Abstract Barron (1993) obtained a deterministic approximation rate (in L2-norm) of r-l12. for a class of single hidden layer feedforward artificial neural networks (ANN) with r hidden units and sigmoid activation functions when the target function satisfies certain smoothness conditions. Hornik, Stinchcombe, White, and Auer (HSWA, 1994) extended Barron's result to a class of ANNs with possibly non-sigmoid activation approximating the target function and its derivatives simultaneously. Recently Makovoz (1996) When applying Barron's ANNs with sigmoid activation functions to nonparametrically estimate a rcgrcssion function (tl:lC trogc;t), B(UIUIl (1994) ubtalned a roOt mean square convergence rate of Op([n/logn ]-1/4) for a minimum complexity regression estimator with i.i.d. observations, where n is the sample size (number of training examples). Unfortunately, this rate is not fast enough to establish root-n asymptotic normality for plug-in estimates of functionals of the regression function, according to a recent result obtained by Chen and Shen (1996) .
I. Introduction
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are useful classes of flexible approximators that are attracting increasing attention in engineering, as well as in economics and finance, medicine, and other application areas. Critical to both the theoretical understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of these models and to their practical application is the development of techniques that can be used to conduct statistical inference about the phenomenon modeled by the artificial neural network. At present, valid inferential techniques are available for the case in which the phenomenon of interest can be represented exactly by an artificial neural network of finite complexity, or, when the phenomenon of interest cannot be so represented, one conducts inference about the optimal finite complexity network approximation rather than about the phenomenon itself (White, 1989; Stinchcombe and White, 1997) . So far unavailable are methods that will permit statistical inference directly about the phenomenon of interest when the neural network does not necessarily provide an exact representation with finite complexity. As this is the generic situation, the absence of such methods represents a significant gap in our understanding and a significant deficiency in the procedures available to those interested in applying neural network models.
The purpose of this paper is to provide the missing theory and tools for inference for the generic case.
To provide an arbitrarily accurate approximation to an unknown target function of interest (e.g. a regression function) using a sample of data, it is necessary to fit the network model in such a way that its allowed complexity increases appropriately with the sample size n (White, 1990 ). The resulting function estimate can then be viewed as a nonparametric sieve estimator (Grenander, 1981) analogous to the more familiar kernel and series estimators of nonparametric statistics. Inference about a phenomenon of interest is often conducted using these standard nonparametric estimators by directing attention to an appropriate functional of interest of the unknown target function (e.g., the derivative averaged over a suitable region) and estimating the functional of interest by replacing the unknown target function by its nonparametric estimate. When the functional is sufficiently smooth, it is well known that such "plug-in" estimators based on kernel or series estimators have an asymptotic normal distribution under the parametric root-n standardization (Go1dstein and Messer, 1992), permitting the desired inference to be conducted using standard methods.
-4-Recently, Shen (1997) established that plug-in estimators for smooth functionals using sieve maximum-likelihood estimators with i.i.d. data can also have a root-n asymptotic normal distribution, provided that the sieve maximum-likelihood estimator converges in root mean squared error to the unknown target function at the rate of op(n-1/4). Chen and Shen (1996) extend this result to plug-in estimators for smooth functionals using sieve extremum estimators (including ANN sieve estimators) with time series dependent data. Unfortunately, the best known convergence rate for ANNs to estimate a regression function is presently Op( [n/log n ]-1/4), obtained by Barron (1994) for sigmoid activation functions with i.i.d. data, by Modha and Masry (1996a) for sigmoid activation functions with mdependent data, and by Chen and Shen (1996) for possibly nonsigmoid activation functions with station.
ary unifonn mixing as well as fJ-mixing dependent data. To accomplish our present goal, we first sharpen the convergence rate in root mean square error of ANN sieve estimators with possibly nonsigmoid activa. tion functions to the desired rate op(n-l/4). We achieve this sharpening by improving on Barron's (1993) path-breaking degree ofapproximation results for ANNs. Barron established a root mean square approximation rate of r-l12 for a class of 3inglc hiddcn Idyc;£ fcc;dfol W(11U Jlt:lwurk:) wlLll r hlOaen llniIS having SlgmO1O activation functions, provided that the target function is suitably smooth, in the sense that its Fourier transform has a bounded first moment of the magnitude distribution. Interestingly, this rate depends neither on the dimension (say d of the domain of the target function, nor on the number of derivatives (a measure of smoothness) of the target function. Subsequently, Hornik, Stinchcombe, White, and Auer (1994) (HSWA) obtained the same rate r-l12 for a single layer feedforward networks with possibly nonsigmoid activation approximating the target function and its derivatives simultaneously, provided that the target function satisfies certain smoothness conditions related to Barron's. Recently, for Barron's feedforward networks with sigmoid activation functions, Makovoz (1996) obtained an improved root mean square approximation rate r-(l+l/dYl .In this paper, we first extend Makovoz's result to HSWA's class offeedforward networkw ith possibly nonsigmoid activation approximating the target function and its derivatives simultaneously.
In particular, we obtain a new approximation rate (in Sobolev norm) of r-l/2-al(d+l), O<a~l, for HSWA's ANNs with possibly non-sigrnoid activation functions, where a is related to the choice of activation -5 -function. We then obtain a root mean square convergence rate of
(n-l/4) for general nonparametric ANN sieve extremum estimators, by letting the number of hidden units r n increase with the sample size n on the order of absolutely regular (/J-mixing) data generating processes. The results of Chen and Shen (1996) then immediately deliver the desired root-n asymptotic normality for plug-in estimators of smooth functionals using general ANN sieve estimators.
The plan of the paper is as follows: Section 2 gives the new improved approximation rate for
ANNs with possibly non-sigmoid activation functions. Section 3 gives the convergence rate for ANN sieve extremum estimates for dependent data. As interesting applications to nonlinear time series, we
give new improved convergence rates for ANN sieve estimators of a multivariate conditional mean function, a joint density, and a conditional density. Section 4 gives root-n asymptotic nonnality forplug-in ANN sieve estimators of smooth functionals. We discuss applications to estimating semiparametric models and average derivative statistics of a regression function. Section 5 concludes. Technical proofs are given in the Mathematical Appendix.
Improved Degree of Approximation Results
Barron (1993) and HSWA (1994) establish their approximation rates by applying a fundamental approximation property of convex combinations of families of functions in a Hilbert space, i.e., Maurey's theorem in Pisier (1981) . which can be stated loo~ely a\! follow~. whp.n the t~rget ftmction (gay I:
belongs to the closure of the convex hull of a symmetric norm-bounded subset (say ~ ) of a Hilbert space, the degree of approximation in the Hilbert nonn metric infgre~ Ilf-grll will be const. x r-l12 , where !A,.
consists of all functions of the form gr = L;=l hi</Ji , </Ji E ~, hi E !I{., L;=l I hi I ~ 1. Recently Makovoz (1996) obtained infgrE~llf-grll~const. x er(~)r-l/2 , where er(~) is the infimumofe >0 such that can be covered by at most r sets of diameter less than or equal to e .This leads to a refinement of Maurey's theorem when J4. is a (relatively) compact set since then er(J4.)~O as r~oo -6 -
When applying this refinement to Barron's ANNs with sigmoid activation function, Makovoz (1996) obtained an approximation rate (in L2-norm) of r-112.-1/(2d) by establishing that Here and in what follows the notation T denotes vector transposition.
For a variety of applications in engineering, robotics, economics, finance, physics, and other fields, it is of interest to identify those ANN classes that can well approximate the target function and its derivatives simultaneously.lWe achieve this by sharpening HSWA's approximation rate (in a weighted Sobolev I norm), using Makovoz's refinement of Maurey's theorem. 
where V' E !Bf' will deliver an improved approximation rate if one can choose 1/1 such that ~I/f is a relatively compact set, as then gr(~) -70 as r-7oo. For this we impose a H()lder condition. where 1JI E $r is k-finite for some k ~ m, i.e., 1JI is a nonzero element in $r and O < 1 DkV'(Z) I dz <00
for some k ~m HSWA give many examples of k-finite activation functions 1{1, e.g., the Heaviside, 
Improved Convergence Rates for ANN Sieve Extremum Estimators
We suppose that the data in our sample are generated by a stationary stochastic process. for all () E e , where E denotes expectation under p o and
where -!.1{.P x e ~ !.1{. is measurable -$( !J{.P x e) with E ( 1 (Zt , (} )) < 00 for all (} E e.
We interpret e o as maximizing the expected average quasi-log-likelihood Ln . To estimate 00, we consider approximate sieve extremum estimators, which approximately maximize Ln over a subset en of e : The sequence { en is called a sieve (Grenander, 1981) . By choosing en = (jn as defined in (2.3') we ensure that en} is a sequence ofnondecreasing sets whose union is dense in e (see White, 1990 ).
Because our sieve is constructed from ANN output functions, we call tJ n an ANN sieve extremum estimator. Thus, the network is "trained" (estimated) by maximizing the "training objective function" Ln
The "plug-in" ANN sieve estimator of r(90) is simply r(tJ n). over the weights allowed by (jn We obtain our desired convergence rates by applying theorem 1 of Chen and Shen (1996) . For this it suffices to extend Assumption 3.1 and to impose some further technical requirements. It is easy to see that the metric p is equivalent to the Kullback-Leibler
(ii) Conditional density: A~ain we write the true conditional den~ity exp(eo(x ,y »dy for some measurable function eo: tl(!~~ .Suppose that 80 E .'fdm+l ; then we can choose
Again we use the expected Hellinger distance between two conditional densities fy IX and Jy IX to define 119-9011. Again it is easy to see that this metric is equivalent to the Kullback-Leibler distance
We estimate en usin2 the ANN sieve G.. with either lo2istic activation function. or ~ny 1r-finite activation function where Dk 111 has compact support for some k ~ m , and satisfying Assumption H with a = 1 and d*=d+1. Using Theorem 3.1 (a), we obtain the convergence rate
Notice that one can use other parameterization of the density too. For example, we can assume that j=2 j=2
In addition, if E [ e;
x, ] =<12, independent of X, , then Q =<12 E-l, which reaches the semiparametric asymptotic efficiency bound. By the delta method, we have
By a Hilbert-valued central limit theorem for the empirical process .Un -.u with stationary uniform mixing or /3-mixing, see e.g., Dehling (1983) , and by the continuous mapping theorem, we obtain: 
Conclusion
We have used recent results of Chen and Shen (1996) and sharpened degree of approximation results for ANNs to obtain improved rates for the root mean square convergence of ANN sieve extremum 
